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a  word  from  the  publisher

Our magazine brings lots and lots of changes, a fresh outlook 
onto fashion and new sections with even nicer suggestions 
that will help you compose your everyday looks. Now you 
can enjoy even more fashion trends, beauty and travel tips, as 
well as find out what’s new in comfort technology.
Let’s get right to the point: in Showcase you’ll find our 
bets for colors and prints; in Closet, wonderful tips to put 
together amazing looks; Spotlight shows our strength: the 

shoes that will sweep us off our feet in this upcoming season; in Icon you’ll find out all 
about these big celebrities! In this edition we will talk about the style of Lupita Nyong’o, 
who has been named the most beautiful woman of the  world by People Magazine. What’s 
new this season? The lace effect, a must have, and the new gladiator sandals, which are 
made for women full of personality, like us!
Our pages bring more trends so you can shine under the sun:  minimalism, global ethnic 
with a touch of boho-chic and current fashion (beautiful details). And our tips for mother-
daughter looks just will make moms melt.
Our light- and color-filled Fashion Editorial was shot by Gui Paganini, named one of the 
100 most influential people in the fashion world. Styling is by ever so powerful David Pollack.
Breaking news: we received the Anatec award, the most important in the magazine seg-
ment, for the Piccadilly Magazine with its circulation of 2.3 million copies, in three lan-
guages and 50 countries.
It’s always nice to be recognized for our work, isn’t it?
I hope you’ll find lots of beauty, fashion and comfort on our pages, to dream of and to 
purchase. May your days be bright!

Drop me a line and let me know what you think of your new Piccadilly Magazine.
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“We must 
become the 
change we 

want to see”.
Mahatma Gandhi
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closet

Bet on

Trends
The new season is refreshing and brings 
laid-back trends that will make your life 
more comfortable and stylish.

24/7

ThaT’s The Type of look 
ThaT you can wear any 
Time, you know? iT works 
for a laid-back break-
fasT or dinner wiTh your 
girlfriends. all you have 
To do is To geT dressed 
and have fun!

This sTyle is all abouT 
comforT and femininiTy. 
sofT shades, lighT fab-
rics and prinTs are 
good choices. 

ComforT Life

espaço fashion 
fashion rio

2ndf 
fashion rio

piccadilly
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piccadilly
400142

piccadilly
574012

piccadilly
514016

dress 
Bonprix.com.Br
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Belt
Besni
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Follow your

Style
for those of you, who love to innovate: the 
coming season asks for boldness and creativity, 
be it using new materials or mixing styles.

sporTs cloThing has
invaded The runways and 
shown ThaT sTyle is noT 
resTricTed To The gym. 
invesT in dressier iTems 
and mix and maTch.

The woven effecT is per-
fecT for The warm sum-
mer days. iT can be found 
in cloThes and accesso-
ries and works well in 
pasTel or sTrong colors, 
such as black, red and 
blue. give iT a Try!

SporT GLam Woven

patricia viera 
fashion rio

pat pats 
spfW 

Body 
my philosophy

skirt
renner

piccadilly
725008

piccadilly
161114

piccadilly
968003

piccadilly
962003

skirt c&a 

Glasses 
chilli Beans

 BloUse amaro 

Glasses colcci

Watch casa 
das alianças
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showcase
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In the fashion world, it’s a perfect spring day when fl owers take over and turn 
each and every piece into something beautiful and absolutely unique.

country look
Natural
A mix of flowers and leaves indicates that fashion is in a late-after-
noon, soft-breeze and beautiful-sunset kind of mood. The country 
style is here to stay throughout the warm days that lie ahead of us.

6

3

8
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12

1. ROBERTO VERINO MERCEDES-BENZ FASHION WEEK MADRID | 2. PICCADILY 555022 | 3. PERFUME MARC JACOBS FRAGRANCE | 4. DRESS BON PRIX | 5. BLOUSE MARISA | 6. 
PICCADILY 258013 | 7. NAIL POLISH BOURJOIS PARIS | 8. PFG 075014 | 9. HAT BLUE BEACH | 10. PANTS MARIA FILÓ | 11. GLASSES DOLCE & GABBANA LUXOTTICA | 12. SKIRT 
SANTA DO CABARÉ | 13. PICCADILY 362019 | 14. VICTORIO LUCCHINO MERCEDES-BENZ FASHION WEEK MADRID

vitrine- Campo e Degrade_ing.indd   6 22/08/14   13:03
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Icon

PICCADILLY
541044

PICCADILLY
721012

PICCADILLY
725001

GLASSES 
PRADA
LUXOTTICA

NECKLACE 
ARF FOLHEADOS

stylestyle
In 2014, Lupita Nyong’o was named People’s “Most Beautiful 

Woman”, beating Jennifer Lawrence and Julia Roberts. 
The 31 year-old actress found fame after winning Best Supporting 

Actress for her work in “Twelve Years a Slave”. Lupita was born 
in Mexico, raised in Kenya and now is everybody’s darling. 

At all premières she draws lots of attention, because 
she always looks absolutely stunning. Lupita Nyong’o, 

who is a fashion icon, recently landed a contract 
with Lancôme Paris and has been the cover 

of several fashion magazines.

The actress stands out 
for her talent, beauty and fashion attitude

The Lupita
Nyong’o

PICCADILLY
727003

PERFUME
CAROLINA 

HERRERA  
FRAGRANCE

PERFUME WILD ELIXIR 
SHAKIRA FRAGRANCE
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BLAZER E SKIRT POMPÉIA
DRESS BONPRIX.COM.BR
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showcase

Softness and femininity: 
that’s the result you get when you bet on pastel colors.

The blush
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effect
Pastel colors are light and an absolute hit in the most important 
fashion shows around the world. They confer elegance, softness and 
femininity to any piece.  You can use this trend from head to toe!

1. AILANTO MERCEDES-BENZ FASHION WEEK MADRID | 2. SHORTS OVERALL C&A | 3. EARRINGS MORANA | 4. CARDIGAN BESNI | 5. PICCADILLY 405111 | 6. LIP GLOSS 
DIOR SUIL | 7. PICCADILLY 415050 | 8. PICCADILLY MAXITHERAPY 162007 | 9. SCARF HERING STORE | 10. COLOGNE O BOTICÁRIO | 11. BLOUSE MARISA | 12. PFG 085007 | 
13. GLASSES CHILLI BEANS RONALDO FRAGA | 14. KATTY XIOMARA PORTUGAL FASHION
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Showing off some skin is always sensual, 
and if it’s done right, the see-through effect lets any woman shine.

Lace
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1. BLOUSE MARIA FILÓ | 2. PICCADILLY MAXITHERAPY 331008 | 3. BLOUSE MALHAS BRUNA | 4. AMMI MINAS TREND | 5. PICCADILLY 362022 | 6. BLOUSE TRITON | 7. EARRINGS AUDÁCIA 
BIJOUX | 8. PICCADILLY 529005 | 9. PICCADILLY 100182 | 10. AMMI MINAS TREND | 11. DRESS MARISA | 12. RING GEANA | 13. BLOUSE BON PRIX

effectIn this upcoming season different materials that convey a lace  
effect will spruce up fashion. The result? Charming and extremely 
comfortable looks.

Vitrine- Blush e Vazado_ing.indd   11 22/08/14   13:01
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Women’s splendor is heightened by sun 
rays, which turn summer into the happiest 
season of the year with its colors, shapes 
and the easygoing way of life. For fashion, 
the (blue) sky is the limit.
photos Gui paGanini   stylinG DaviD pollak
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The summeris magic
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dress MOb
brACeLets MINHA AVó tINHA

PICCAdILLY 707020
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jACKet MAsICA
tOP bOtsWANA
PANts sHOULder
brACeLets 
MINHA AVó tINHA
PICCAdILLY 962001
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PICCAdILLY 555023
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tOP rIP CUrL
sKIrt NOVO LOUVre
brACeLets MINHA AVó tINHA
PICCAdILLY 745011
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bLOUse VItOr ZerbINAttO
rObe CAVALerA
PANts sCArF Me
brACeLets MINHA AVó tINHA
PICCAdILLY 528009

geNerAL dIreCtION: sANdrA tesCHNer
MOdeL: jULIA PereIrA (FOrd MOdeLs)
beAUtY: AgNes MAMede (COVer: Mgt)
FAsHION PrOdUCtION: ANdrÉA LeVY ANd MANOeLA FIÃes
PHOtOgrAPHIC AssIstANts: gUstAVO IPóLItO,
MArCeLO ANdrAde ANd VLAdIMIr rAPCHAN
IMAge PrOCessINg: CHICO dUArte
sCeNOgrAPHY: MArCO dI gIOrgIO
exeCUtIVe PrOdUCtION: jULIA MOrAes ANd FerNANdA sÁ
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Top   five

GLADIATORS
FROM ANCIENT ROME 
TO TODAY, GLADIATOR 

SANDALS ARE BACK! REALLY 
COOL: THEY CAN EITHER 
BE KNEE-HIGH OR SHORT. 

THIS PICCADILLY GLADIATOR 
SANDAL HAS ELASTIC 

STRAPS IN THE BACK FOR 
AN EASY FIT.

THOSE TYPES OF 
SHOES HAVE LITERALLY 
INVADED DISPLAYS ALL 
OVER THE WORLD! AND 
THE POSSIBILITIES ARE 
ENDLESS: PERFORATED, 
METALLIC, ANIMAL PRINTS 
TO NAME JUST A FEW.

DOCKSIDES

PICCADILLY
510031

METALLIC MATERIALS 
LEND A FUTURISTIC FLAIR 

THAT WILL MAKE FOR A 
MODERN AND CHIC LOOK.

STYLISH 
METALLIC 

DETAILS 

THIS COLOR WAS ALREADY 
AROUND SOME YEARS AGO 
AND WAS KNOWN THEN AS 
DUKE OR KLEIN BLUE. 
NOW IT’S BACK AND SETS 
THE TONE OF SUMMER. YOUR 
LOOK WILL FEEL LIKE A CLEAR 
SKY ON A SUNNY DAY.

ULTRAMARINE

PICCADILLY
690066

PICCADILLY
961004

GLOSSY, PATENT SHOES REALLY CALL 
FOR A PARTY. YOU CAN WEAR THEM 
ANY TIME OF THE DAY! 

GLAM

PICCADILLY 
528007

PICCADILLY

331005

DRYSYSTEM TECHNOLOGY 
ANATOMIC INSOLE: 

100% POLYESTER FABRIC. 
KEEPS YOUR FEET DRY. 

ANTIMICROBIAL PROPERTIES 
PREVENT UNPLEASANT 

ODORS. SHOCK 
ABSORPTION SYSTEM. 

DISTRIBUTES THE FOOTSTEP 
PRESSURE EVENLY, AVOIDING 
DISCOMFORT AND INJURIES.

As the new season approaches, fashion 
trends take over the streets. There is 
something new for you out there, no 
matter what your style is. Use it!

5tipstips
fashion
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MABEL 
MAGALHÃES 
MINAS 
TREND

DKODE
PORTUGAL
FASHION

FELIPE 
OLIVEIRA 
BAPTISTA

PORTUGAL
FASHION
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tng
fashion Rio
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1. Use a brUsh to apply 
contoUr powder in the 
shape of a triangle down 
yoUr cheeks and stop 
aboUt three fingers 
from the corner 
of yoUr moUth. the 
triangle starts with 
its wider part at the 
jaw bone and points 
towards the chin. make 
sUre yoU blend well to 
avoid harsh lines.
2. do the same at yoUr 
temples and aroUnd 
the hairline.
3. yoU can Use the 
same techniqUe to 
make yoUr nose 
look thinner. 
swipe the contoUr 
powder down the 
sides of the bridge 
of yoUr nose and 
blend well.

beauty

SkindeepThe secret to flawless makeup is proper skincare. 
It is important to use products that are made 
specifically for your skin type and to follow some 
steps. On those warm summer days, go for a light 
make-up that will look as if you are not wearing any 
make-up at all and are naturally gorgeous!
Make-up can hide imperfections, emphasize features 
and even change the shape of your face. With some 
very simple tricks you will slim your face and look 
even more beautiful. 

piccadilly
805040

foundation 
contém1g

liquid coRRectiVe 
concealeR
o BoticáRio

piccadilly
551008

piccadilly
464013

tufi duek
spfw

earthy tones are 
a trend not only 
in makeUp bUt for 

accessories as well. 
mix them with golden 
details to bring the 

most oUt of yoUr look. 

piccadilly
416003

powdeR 
make Bfoundation 

pRimeR 
contém1g

CheCk out three tipS that will 
make your faCe look Slimmer:

Beauty-ING.indd   24 22/08/14   14:35
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The idea is to combine graphic elements and shapes 
and the minimalistic concept, where less is more. 
The lack of details makes for a look that is very clean 
but still bursting with personality. This trend really 
caught on at the different fashion weeks throughout 
the world and will come to Brazil for the warm and 
sunny summer days.  

style

Minimalism

25

TAÍS ARAÚJO - BRAZILIAN ACTRESS

PICCADILLY’S TIP
THIS STYLE NORMALLY WORKS 

WITH NEUTRAL COLORS, SO 
YOU CAN REALLY GO FOR 

BOLD SHADES IN YOUR 
MAKEUP: RED OR ORANGE 

MAKE ALL THE DIFFERENCE.

PICCADILLY 
727002

PICCADILLY 
274009

PICCADILLY 
683004

PICCADILLY 
722008

TUFI 
DUEK 
SPFW

FORUM 
SPFW

REINALDO 
LOURENÇO 

SPFW

“LESS IS MORE”
LUDWIG MIES VAN 

GERMAN ARCHITECT 
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T-shirTs were never so much in. choose from a 
varieTy of applicaTions, such as rhinesTones, 
differenT maTerials and cool designs, go 
for The TradiTional maTch and wear Them 
wiTh jeans.

t-shirt power!

This model goes wiTh 
everyThing: shorTs, 

dresses and even 
panTs. iT will be every 

girl’s and woman’s  
besT friend.

AlwAys on hAnd
girl
t-shirt and 
shorts 1+1
mother
t-shirt
collection
shorts marisa

This pfg model comes wiTh a gorgeous purse 
and Two pairs of wings ThaT can be used wiTh 
The purse and The sandals. you can eiTher use 
boTh of Them in The same color or mix Them.

ChAnging Color

PFg 
086012

Girls have a very unique charm. Their innocence and 
teenager flair together make them irradiate very good 
vibes. Trendier girls like sparkles, accessories and 
overlays. Romantic girls, on the other hand, chose softer 
tones, floral prints and lots of lace. No matter what the 
style, they are beautiful and unique! That’s why Piccadilly 
For Girls has something for every one of them!

BEAUTIFUL

girl

PFg
092006

PFg
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PFg
061024 Piccadiilly

706014

hair bow accessorize
bolero collection 

t-shirt and shorts 1+1
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LIKE   MOTHER,   LIKE   DAUGHTER
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technology

 is fashionable 
Techmix

technolog
y

• Reduces dampness resulting from natural foot perspiration.
• Anatomic latex insole, imported from Europe and
developed exclusively for Piccadilly.
• The top 100% polyester layer carries the moisture to 
the bottom layer.
• Latex’s anti-microbial properties prevent unpleasant odors.
• Great shock absorption prevents discomfort and lesions.

• Provides great shock absorption and reduces

the noise produced by heels.

• The heel is made of a special dual density

material and has no inserts, which allows for

silent walking.

SILENT HEEL 

TECHNOLOGY

technolog
y

SILENT HEEL 

TECHNOLOGY

• Exclusive technology that prevents pinches 

or any kind of discomfort.

• Three exclusive measures that respect the 

anatomy of foot to avoid pressure 

and increase comfort.

PICCADILLY
640063

PICCADILLY966001

PICCADILLY
336002

PFG 
097012

PICCADILLY 
460042

PICCADILLY DRYSYSTEM 
TECHNOLOGY

SUPERCOMFORTABLE 

FOOT SHAPE  (LAST)

• Is the latest generation of comfort.

• Exclusive biofibre fabric that 

stimulates well-being.

PICCADILLY 

MAXITHERAPY

TECHNOLOGY

In the special feature about the new 
Piccadilly experiment you saw that 
it is proven that people find women 
wearing comfortable shoes prettier. 
You also know that Piccadilly is 
renowned on the market for investing 
heavily in this area. The achieved 
result is exclusive items that provide 
comfort and that were developed 
especially for you. These are the four 
main technologies of Techmix:

TRUE BEAUTY COMES 
FROM WITHIN
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The developments in footwear that 
leave you even more beautiful!

PICCADILLY
961004
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Reason to celebRate: afteR 
opening its fiRst stoRe in 
ecuadoR, piccadilly now has 
31 exclusive stoRes abRoad 

Every year, Piccadilly expands its international presence, 
and just recently the brand opened its first exclusive store 
in Quicentro, Ecuador’s largest mall. At the moment, Pic-
cadilly exports to 90 countries, and with this new store 
the company now has a total of 31 exclusive stores all 
around the world. “Piccadilly’s strategy is to expand its 
presence on the international market. We expect it to be a 
continuous growth”, comments Micheline Grings Twigger, 
the company’s Export Director.

Piccadilly has just been granted – for the sixth time in a row – the  
“ADVB-RS Export Award - in the Market Diversification Category - 
from the Brazilian Association of Marketing and Sales (ADVB/RS). With 
its 31 exclusive stores in privileged locations, such as Bahrein, Kuwait 
and New Zealand, the company has built a powerful sales network. In 
2014, four additional Piccadilly stores are to be opened around the world.

fashion   business

SIx CoNSECutIVE AWARDS

Piccadilly was one of the 700 Brazilian companies that participated in 
the World Cup Project of the Brazilian Trade and Investment Promo-
tion Agency (Apex-Brasil) and brought clients to watch four matches 
of the world’s largest soccer event. The company chose buyers from 
Uruguay, Cuba, Bahrein and Mexico to watch the following matches: 
Netherlands vs. Australia, Brazil vs. Croatia, Germany vs. France, and 
Cameroon vs. Mexico. While the buyers were in Brazil, they participat-
ed in meetings and some even had the opportunity to visit the company.

piccadilly and its business duRing 
the 2014 fifa woRld cup™

Being one of the most important footwear brands in 
the country, Piccadilly now was included in the book 

“100 Marcas do Rio Grande: A história e os valores das 
marcas consagradas como ícones da identidade e da cultu-
ra empresarial gaúcha”, published by Instituto Amanhã. The 
book covers the history and role of this company, which sin-
ce 1955 has been a reference for comfort technology and 
women’s fashion and now can be found in 90 countries. The 
book also highlights other major companies located in the 
Southern region of Brazil.

For the third time in a row, Piccadilly was elected 
one of the most innovative companies in Brazil’s 

Southern region. Every year the top 50 more inno-
vative companies of the three states that constitute 

the Southern region (Paraná, Santa Catarina and Rio 
Grande do Sul) are chosen. This year, 
Piccadilly ranked among the top 20.

Piccadilly team: taciana Becker da Silva, develoPment of new materialS, 
angélica dimer Scheffer, Project manager, and diuliano weBBer fernandeS, 
technical deSigner

piccadilly received 
the “innovation 

champion awards”

Piccadilly PartnerS in world cuP mood: feliPPe fleck, mohammed jaafar 
matrook , aBdulaziz aBdullatif alaujan  and aBdulla aBdullatif alaujan

Book “100 
marcaS do rio 

grande”

denilSon Silveira (ShoeS exPortadora), feliPPe fleck (target exPort), tatiana muller (Piccadilly), 
alexandre SkowronSky (gloBalcomm), micheline gringS twigger (Piccadilly), rafael Schmidt 
(target exPort) and marcelo SantoS (Piccadilly) celeBrate the award.

the new Store in ecuador

piccadilly ranks among Rio 
grande do sul’s top 100 brands
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all   in   one

Dress

Petite women can and should wear all types of shoes. If you want 
to look taller, choose your clothes carefully. Vertical stripes make 
you look slimmer. 

Today many women we-
aring plus sizes feel beau-
tiful and great about their 
bodies! There are some 
tricks to make clothes fit 
perfectly. Belts and bands 
that define the waistline are 
always welcome. Wrap-up 
blouses and dresses also are 
good options, because they 
make the waist look smaller 
and the body, slimmer.

Each profession asks for a different 
kind of apparel. If you have to wear 
white, Piccadilly has several mid 
and low heel shoes that are both 
elegant and very comfortable.
And Piccadilly is perfect for you if 
you are on your feet for many hou-
rs! Thanks to its special technology, 
Piccadilly makes sure women are 
beautiful and comfortable from 
head to toe!

Dark-skinned women can go for 
stronger colors, such as yellow, 
blue and copper: they will bring 
out their beauty and femininity.

PETITE AND VERY COMFORTABLE

WORKING WOMEN

PLUS SIZE WOMEN

AVOID 
DRESSES 
THAT FIT 

TOO SNUG 
AROUND 
THE HIPS.

1

3 4
SINGER ADELE MAKES 
PLENTY USE OF THESE 
TOOLS TO DEFINE HER 
WAISTLINE COMBINING 
THEM WITH THE 
TRADITIONAL BLACK, 
WHICH IS ALSO PERFECT 
FOR WOMEN WITH A 
FULLER FIGURE.

IF YOU ARE GOING FOR LONG SKIRTS, JUST MAKE 
SURE THEY DON’T MAKE TOO MUCH VOLUME, HAVE A 
WIDE WAISTBAND AND ARE MADE OF SOFT FABRIC.

DARKER SKINS

FLAT HEEL SANDALS 
WITH RHINESTONES 
ARE A MUST-HAVE THIS 
SUMMER!

PICCADILLY
140073

SHIRT
MARIA FILÓ

PANTS
PERNAMBUCANAS

PICCADILLY
274007

PICCADILLY
550025
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up
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2ESPAÇO FASHION 
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SILENT HEEL TECHNOLOGYPROVIDES GREAT SHOCK
ABSORPTION AND REDUCES
THE NOISE PRODUCED BYHEELS. THE HEEL IS MADE

OF A SPECIAL DUAL DENSITYMATERIAL AND HAS NOINSERTS, WHICH ALLOWSFOR SILENT WALKING.

PICCADILLY
574009
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Comfort experiment

A teAm followed 
the twins Around 
throughout the entire 
dAy, while they were 
going About their 
Activities, And took 
pictures of them. 

Action

A group of people looked At 
the pictures And then chose 
the twins they found prettier.  
they did not know which of 
them hAd worn piccAdilly or 
regulAr shoes.

Survey
the twins thAt did not 
weAr piccAdilly reported 
experiencing pAin And 
discomfort during the dAy.  

if it’S not PiccAdilly
twins weAring piccAdilly were 
found prettier 90% 
of the time. 

reSult

Do you believe that foot comfort has a direct impact on a woman’s wellbeing 
and appearance? The Comfort Experiment, an innovative and creative social 
experiment conducted by Piccadilly, says it does. 
This is the brand’s new communications campaign. The concept was created 
by Global and the idea was to prove that people find women who feel com-
fortable more attractive. To do so, the agency called for a team of specialists: 
a photographer, a stylist, a make-up artist, four pairs of identical twins and 
the survey institute Instituto Segmento de Pesquisas.
The experiment simulated a normal day in these women’s lives. The twins 
wore the same clothes, had the same make-up and experienced the same sit-
uations. They left their house, walked a lot and went about women’s normal 
daily activities. The only difference was the comfort of the shoes they wore: 
half of them wore Piccadilly and the other half wore regular shoes. The twins 
were photographed throughout the day to capture their facial expressions.

Survey
The pictures taken of the twins during the experiment were organized and 
displayed on a wall for comparison. The survey institute selected a group 
of people, men and women of different ages and social backgrounds, and 
asked them for their opinion. The group did not have any knowledge of the 
survey’s purpose and was not influenced by any information on the exper-
iment. Group members were asked to look at the pictures of all twins (re-
member that the pictures were taken during the day when half of the twins 
were wearing Piccadilly and the other half, regular shoes). The task was re-
ally very simple: they had to compare twins and chose the prettier one. 
The result was amazing! Although all twins were identical, those wearing 
Piccadilly were found more beautiful 90% of the time. As you can see, it’s 
very important to make sure your feet are comfortable! 

CAMPAIGN

we invited four pAirs 
of identicAl twins 
for the test. these 
Are reAl women in 
regulAr, everydAy 
situAtions.

Who WAS Selected?

the twins wAlked 
A lot. hAlf of them 

wore piccAdilly 
And the other hAlf, 

regulAr shoes.

the teSt

The survey was conducted by Segmento Pesquisas de Marketing, from Porto Alegre (www.segmentopesquisas.com.br). The company has 27 years experience conducting market 
opinion surveys. Corporate name: Segmento Pesquisas e Análise de Mercado. CNPJ (Corporate Taxpayer Registration) No.: 91.539.759/0001-00
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Almuerzo con lAs AmigAs

piccadilly
551009

piccadilly
163005

piccadilly
415046

piccadilly
243014

piccadilly
141043

piccadilly
111050

piccadilly
553009

piccadilly
968004

your   choice

HAving luncH witH friends

HAppy Hour

Business meeting

sundAy in tHe pArk

Which shoe should I wear?

It’s tIme to have fun wIth 
your famIly, so comfort 
Is a must! Don’t forget a 

backpack to carry 
all the kIDs’ stuff, 
sunscreen anD a 

gooD book.

piccAdilly’s 
tip

a Dress Is a must-have 
for a summer look. 

sInce b&w are In, you 
coulD go for some-
thIng lIke that anD 
go anD have fun!

piccAdilly’s 
tip

pants floral 
triton

prInteD soft pants 
feel lIke summer. 

match It wIth a tank 
top anD enjoy your 

lunch!

piccAdilly’s 
tip

glasses 
cHilli Beans

earrings 
giovanna 
Bijoux

deess 
pernamBucanas

ring
access 

necklace 
Balonê

purse 
kHelf 

watcH 
cHilli 
Beans

necklace e earrings 
fancy time

pack
renner

glasses 
cHilli Beans

sHort c&a

t-sHirt 
renner

here It Is essentIal 
to gIve a gooD 

ImpressIon. lIght 
shaDes are chIc anD 

neutral.

piccAdilly’s 
tip

sHirt 
perBamBucanas

sHirt 
Hering  
store

pants 
riacHuelo
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piccadilly
401140

piccadilly
514013

piccadilly
405104

piccadilly
416004

piccadilly
143009
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piccadilly
605049

piccadilly
683006

piccadilly
553010

piccadilly
510030

piccadilly
210090

piccadilly
841010piccadilly

745008

piccadilly
140095

piccadilly
130136 piccadilly

722006

piccadilly
250117

pFG
095006

piccadilly
715012

piccadilly
962004

piccadilly
540153

piccadilly
537049

piccadilly

147049

piccadilly

547081
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Which shoe should I wear? No matter what the occasion, you will look beautiful and feel comfortable. 
Have fun! 
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